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Nonlinear drift resonance between charged particles1
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In Earth’s inner magnetosphere, electromagnetic waves in the ultra-low4
frequency (ULF) range play an important role in accelerating and diffusing5
charged particles via drift resonance. In conventional drift-resonance theory,6
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linearization is applied under the assumption of weak wave-particle energy7
exchange so particle trajectories are unperturbed. For ULF waves with larger8
amplitudes and/or durations, however, the conventional theory becomes in-9
accurate since particle trajectories are strongly perturbed. Here, we extend10
the drift-resonance theory into a nonlinear regime, to formulate nonlinear11
trapping of particles in a wave-carried potential well, and predict the cor-12
responding observable signatures such as rolled-up structures in particle en-13
ergy spectrum. After considering how this manifests in particle data with14
finite energy resolution, we compare the predicted signatures with Van Allen15
Probes observations. Their good agreement provides the first observational16
evidence for the occurrence of nonlinear drift resonance, highlighting the im-17
portance of nonlinear effects in magnetospheric particle dynamics under ULF18
waves.19
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1. Introduction
In Earth’s magnetosphere, ultra-low frequency (ULF) pulsations in Pc 4-5 frequency20
range (2-22 mHz) often exhibit properties of standing shear Alfven waves [Cummings21
et al., 1969; Chen and Hasegawa, 1974; Southwood , 1974; Takahashi and McPherron,22
1984; Kivelson and Southwood , 1985; Anderson et al., 1990]. These transverse waves23
can effectively accelerate or decelerate charged particles as a result of wave-particle drift24
resonance [Southwood and Kivelson, 1981, 1982]. When such a resonance occurs, the25
azimuthal drift speed of a resonant particle matches the wave propagation speed, and the26
particle experiences a constant phase of the wave electric field. This process enables a27
sustained energy exchange between ULF waves and charged particles, which provides a28
major source of particle acceleration and diffusion in the Van Allen radiation belts [Mann29
et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016; Sarris et al., 2017; Zong et al., 2017].30
According to the theory developed by Southwood and Kivelson [1981, 1982], the char-31
acteristic signatures of drift resonance is the 180◦-phase difference between particle flux32
oscillations across the resonant energy. Such signatures have been identified by in-situ33
observations [Zong et al., 2007, 2009; Claudepierre et al., 2013; Dai et al., 2013; Foster34
et al., 2015], providing clear evidence on the presence of drift-resonant interactions in35
the inner magnetosphere. The conventional theory has been further extended to take36
into account temporal [Zhou et al., 2015, 2016] and spatial distributions [Li et al., 2017b;37
Hao et al., 2017] of ULF waves, which predicts increasingly tilted stripes in the energy38
spectrum. Recent spacecraft observations have also shown evidence in support of these39
predicted signatures [Zhou et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017a; Li et al., 2017b].40
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In the aforementioned studies, a linearization approach is utilized by assuming that41
particle trajectories are unperturbed despite their energy gain or loss from ULF waves.42
This assumption is appropriate only if the particle energy variation is much smaller than43
its initial energy. For ULF waves with large amplitudes and/or long durations, the large44
wave-particle energy exchange can modify the particle trajectory to cause significant non-45
linear effects [Wang et al., 2018]. The nonlinear particle behavior within ULF waves have46
been discussed in Elkington et al. [2003], to analyze the role of ULF waves in accelerating47
and diffusing particles in an asymmetric, compressed magnetosphere. Nonlinear parti-48
cle trajectories have been also studied in magnetohydromagnetic models of ULF waves49
[Degeling et al., 2007, 2008], which highlight the effect of ULF waves with finite spatial50
and temporal extents over the profile of electron phase space density (PSD). According to51
Degeling et al. [2008], nonlinear drift resonance may produce localized peaks in electron52
PSD, a phenomenon previously attributed almost exclusively to electron interactions with53
very low frequency (VLF) waves [Summers et al., 1998; Horne et al., 2005; Chen et al.,54
2007; Li et al., 2014].55
These studies have provided new insights into how nonlinear drift resonance may change56
the particle dynamics in a coupled magnetospheric system, although there lacks a direct57
observational evidence for the occurrence of such nonlinear interactions in the magneto-58
sphere. In this paper, we aim to develop the nonlinear drift resonance theory based on59
these previous studies, to formulate nonlinear particle trapping in a wave-carried potential60
well, and accordingly to predict the observable signatures of nonlinear wave-particle in-61
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teractions. The predicted signatures are then compared with data from Van Allen Probes62
to provide the first observational identification of nonlinear drift resonance.63
2. Theory of nonlinear drift resonance
Let us consider an equatorially mirroring, nonrelativistic particle in Earth’s magnetic64
dipole field. For simplicity, we follow Southwood and Kivelson [1981] to assume that65
the ULF waves of interest are poloidal-mode waves (with magnetic and electric field66
oscillations in radial and azimuthal directions, respectively) propagating azimuthally. In67
other words, the wave electric field in the equatorial plane can be expressed by68
E = Eφ sin(mφ− ωt)êφ, (1)69
where Eφ represents the wave amplitude, φ is magnetic longitude (increasing eastward),70
m is the azimuthal wave number (either positive or negative, depending on eastward or71
westward directions of wave propagation), and ω is the wave angular frequency. The wave72
also carries a magnetic field oscillation (to satisfy Faraday’s law). However, its amplitude73
near the equator is usually weak for the wave with significant equatorial electric field74
(fundamental-mode or odd-harmonic ULF waves), and therefore the effect of the magnetic75
field oscillation on the particle behavior is neglected in this study. Since the particle drifts76




= ωdLRE · qEφ sin(mφ− ωt), (2)79
where W is the particle kinetic energy, L is the L-shell parameter, RE is Earth’s radius,80
and ωd is the particle’s azimuthal drift frequency. According to Northrop [1963], ωd can81
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where BE is the equatorial magnetic field on Earth’s surface. Note that the sign84
of ωd depends on q, which corresponds to the eastward/westward drift motion of85
negatively/positively-charged particles.86
The W -dependence of (3) suggests that the particle trajectory differs significantly from87
the unperturbed orbit when the particle’s energy variation becomes comparable to its88
initial energy [Wang et al., 2018]. Therefore, the linearization approach in Southwood89
and Kivelson [1981] can no longer be applied in these cases. Moreover, the particle’s L-90
location also depends on W given the constance of the first adiabatic invariant µ in ULF91
wave field (since the ULF wave period is much larger than particle gyroperiod). In other92
words, particles being accelerated/decelerated would move radially inward/outward. In93




































We point out here that equation (6) does not depend on ωd, which eliminates the nonlin-98
earity in (2) and enables an analytical solution for the particle motion in ULF wave field.99
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The system can be further simplified by introducing two variables,100





= mωd − ω, (8)103
which represent the phase of the particle location in the wave rest frame and its time104
derivative, respectively. Note that when θ equals zero, the particle drifts at the same105










· sin ζ, (9)108
which has the same format as the pendulum equation of motion as long as m/q109
is negative (valid when we study positively/negatively-charged particle behavior in110
westward/eastward-propagating waves). The pendulum equation suggests that near-111
resonant particles (with small enough |θ| values) could be trapped in a wave-carried112
potential well centred at ζ = 0◦. The trapping frequency of particles in the potential113





which is proportional to the square root of the wave amplitude. For particles beyond the116
small-angle approximation, the trapping frequency can still be expressed in terms of ellip-117
tic integrals, which becomes much lower for marginally-trapped particles. Similar pictures118
of particle trapping in potential wells carried by other plasma waves (such as Langmuir119
waves) have been discussed in many plasma physics textbooks (interested readers may120
refer to Gurnett and Bhattacharjee [2005, Chapter 8] for details).121
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One may also formulate the particle trajectories in the ζ-θ phase space. To do this, we122
eliminate t from (8) and (9), to have123
θdθ = −ω2tr sin ζdζ, (11)124
and its integral gives125
θ2 = 2ω2tr cos ζ + C, (12)126
in which C is determined by the initial θ and ζ values of any given particle. To better127
understand this equation, we present in Figures 1a and 1e examples of electron phase-space128
trajectories when these electrons interact with ULF waves of different amplitudes (1 and 6129
mV/m, respectively). Here the horizontal and vertical axes represent the ζ and θ values of130
the sample electrons. These electrons, with the initial phase-space location indicated by131
colored circles, are launched at the same ζ location of −90◦ with the same µ but different132
θ values. Given a fixed µ, the θ values have one-to-one correspondence to particle energy133
(see (5)) and to the L-location (see (4)). Therefore, we can also show in Figures 1b and134
1f the electron energy as functions of ζ , and in Figures 1c and 1g the corresponding L135
variations. Also shown in Figures 1d and 1h are the profiles of the wave electric field (the136
blue lines) and their azimuthal integral (the effective electrostatic potential, the red lines).137
The shaded and non-shaded areas represent the regions where electrons are decelerated138
(moving downward in θ and in energy, upward in L in the phase-space diagram) and139
accelerated, respectively.140
Let us focus on the difference between the trapped and untrapped trajectories. Electrons141
with θ always higher than 0 (the magenta and the purple lines in Figure 1a, and the purple142
line in Figure 1e) keep moving to the right since they always drift faster than the waves143
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(mωd > ωr). Electrons with lower energies (the orange and the green lines in Figure144
1a, and the green line in Figure 1e) keep moving to the left as they have mωd < ωr.145
The sample electrons launched at the resonant energy (the blue circles), on the other146
hand, are accelerated at first since they are initially located in the non-shaded area, and147
the acceleration corresponds to an enhancement of their drift speeds (now greater than148
the wave speed). Therefore, in Figures 1a and 1e, these electrons move upward in θ and149
rightward in ζ until they reach the shaded area at 0◦ and start to be decelerated (moving to150
the lower right). After that, at 90◦, the energies of the electrons drop back to the resonant151
energy, and they start to move to the lower left. Eventually, these electrons return to their152
initial locations to form closed trajectories in phase space. As we have pointed out, such153
closed orbits can be equivalently understood as electrons trapped within a wave-carried154
potential well (−180◦ < ζ < 180◦). Moreover, if we increase the wave electric field (as in155
Figure 1h), the potential well becomes deeper (compare Figures 1d and 1h) so electrons156
with initial energies much higher or lower than the resonant energy (the yellow and the157
magenta circles in Figures 1e) can also be trapped in the well and follow closed trajectories.158
In other words, the trapping widths in θ and in energy depend on wave amplitude,159
which can be quantified by analyzing the separatrix (the black dashed lines in Figures 1a160
and 1e) between the trapped and untrapped trajectories. Since the separatrix must pass161
through the saddle point (the red dots in Figures 1a and 1e) at ζ = 180◦, θ = 0, the C162
value in equation (12) for the separatrix must be ω2tr, and the separatrix is given by163
θ2 = 2ω2tr(1 + cos ζ). (13)164
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Therefore, the minimum and maximum θ values for trapped electrons are −2ωtr and 2ωtr,165
respectively. The trapping width of 4ωtr in θ, according to (10), is proportional to the166
square root of the wave amplitude, which explains the difference between Figures 1a and167
1e. Based on (5) and (4), the separatrices in the ζ-W and ζ-L spaces can be also obtained168
(see the black dashed lines in Figures 1b, 1c, 1f and 1g).169
We next consider the manifestation of nonlinear wave-particle interactions and its dif-170
ference from the conventional, linear picture. The effects of wave-particle interactions can171
be manifested by showing the particle energy gain δW from the waves as the function of172
W when the particle reaches a virtual spacecraft at a fixed location. To do so, we establish173
an ULF wave model, with the wave electric field (at the virtual spacecraft location) given174
in Figure 2a. Here we adopt essentially the same parameters as in Figure 1: the wave175
number m = 75, the wave period T = 110 s, the L-shell parameter of the virtual spacecraft176
is 6; the corresponding resonant energy is 54 keV at the spacecraft location. The only177
difference is that in this case, the wave amplitude grows exponentially from 0.2 mV/m at178
0 s to 6 mV/m at 2000 s. This assumption is made to resemble the finite wave-particle179
interaction time (otherwise δW would depend on the initial ζ at t = −∞, see discussions180
in Southwood and Kivelson [1981]). To compare the linear and nonlinear pictures, we181
next apply a linear approximation to determine δW by integrating (2) along the particle’s182
unperturbed orbit backward in time to t = −∞. The integration results, shown in Fig-183
ure 2b in the format of δW energy spectrum, show characteristic signatures expected in184
Southwood and Kivelson [1981]: the δW oscillations are strongest at the resonant energy185
of 54 keV, and there appears a sharp, 180◦ phase shift across the resonant energy. The186
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nonlinear responses, shown in Figure 2d, suggest that very similar signatures (180◦-phase187
shift) are still present when the wave electric field is relatively weak (t < 700s). As the188
wave amplitude continues to grow, however, rolled-up structures (unexpected from the189
linear theory) gradually appear around the resonant energy.190
The formation of rolled-up structures, which have also been presented in the φ-L space191
[see Degeling et al., 2007, Figure 3], can be better understood in Figure 3 showing the192
ζ-W phase space locations of a series of sample electrons (indicated by colored circles) as193
functions of time. All these electrons are launched at t = 0 with the initial energy of 54194
keV (the resonant energy, indicated by the dashed lines), although their initial phases ζ195
are evenly distributed inside the potential well. The evolving shaded/non-shaded areas196
in Figure 3 correspond to the initial energies lower/higher than the resonant energy (and197
therefore having higher/lower PSDs if the PSD gradient over energy is negative at t = 0).198
The resonant electrons launched within the −180◦ < ζ < 0◦ and 0◦ < ζ < −180◦ areas,199
as indicated in Figure 1, are immediately accelerated and decelerated, respectively. The200
accelerated/decelerated electrons, now above/below the dashed lines, would move to the201
right/left in addition to their vertical motions. The electron moving directions are also202
shown as arrows in Figure 3. It is the vortex-like motion of the electrons that generates203
rolled-up structures in the ζ-W phase space, which is centred near the bottom of the204
potential well at ζ ∼ 0◦. One may also find that all these electrons gradually converge205
toward 0◦; this is because of the increasing wave amplitude that enhances the trapping206
potential.207
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It is also of interest to examine the time it takes for the rolled-up structures to form.208
According to Figure 3, rolled-up structures become significant at ∼ 1000 s when most209
electrons (except for those launched near the edges of the potential well where small-210
angle approximation is invalid) have undergone half of their trapped motion (with their211
energies returning to the initial energy). In other words, the formation time of rolled-up212
structures should be about half of the particle trapping period Ttr = 2π/ωtr, although213
direct usage of (10) should be taken with caution in the formation time estimation since214
the wave amplitude Eφ is not constant. In fact, as Eφ grows, the decreasing Ttr suggests215
an increasing roll-up speed. For example, if we examine the followup behavior of the216
electrons that have just experienced half of the trapped motion at ∼ 1000 s, they will all217
finish one cycle of the trapped motion within the next 600 s (see Figure 3, bottom panel).218
One may also analyze the electron responses to ULF waves with a finite lifespan. The219
wave electric field is given in Figure 2i, which differs from Figure 2a in that the wave220
growth rate is time-dependent (the wave growth and damping time scales are 90 s and221
400 s, respectively). The resultant electron energy spectrum in Figure 2j, calculated based222
on a linear approximation, shows the presence of increasingly tilted stripes similar to the223
signatures described in Zhou et al. [2016]. If the nonlinear effects are considered (see224
Figure 2l), the tilted stripes gradually evolve into rolled-up structures soon after the wave225
amplitude peaks at t=400 s (about 200 s after the wave excitation).226
We next convert the predicted δW spectrum into signatures observable from a realistic227
particle detector. The conversion from δW into variations of particle PSD, δf , can be228
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given by229









which is obtained based on the conservation of µ. According to (14), the PSD variation can231
be either in phase or in antiphase with δW depending on the signs of the PSD gradients232
in energy and in space. Here we follow Zhou et al. [2016] to utilize equation (14) with an233
assumed PSD profile in energy, and then consider a virtual detector with energy channels234
identical to those in the MagEIS (Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer) instrument [Blake235
et al., 2013] on board Van Allen Probes [Mauk et al., 2013]. This procedure converts236
Figures 2b and 2j into Figures 2c and 2k, which show the predicted energy spectrum of237
electron residual PSDs (based on linear approximation) in agreement with expectations238
in the conventional theory [Southwood and Kivelson, 1981; Zhou et al., 2016]. It also239
converts Figures 2d and 2l into Figures 2e and 2m, which are the residual PSD spectra240
predicted from the nonlinear scenario.241
One may find that Figures 2e and 2m are quite similar to those predicted in the linear242
approximation (Figures 2c and 2k). This is because of the limited energy resolution of the243
particle detector; the very fine, rolled-up structures in the nonlinear regime can hardly244
be recognized since electrons with different energies within a single energy channel have245
very different responses that cancel out in general (the phase mixing effect, see Schulz246
and Lanzerotti [1974]). The only discernible difference between the linear and nonlinear247
predictions appears in the channel near the resonant energy (54 keV); although both248
results show periodic oscillations at the wave frequency, only in the nonlinear results are249
there finer structures manifested as higher-frequency perturbations on top of the major,250
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periodic oscillations. These high-frequency perturbations can be better visualized after251
we apply a wavelet analysis on each energy channel (see Figures 2f-2h and 2n-2p for the252
wavelet power spectrum). All these wavelet spectra show a major peak at the period of253
110 s (the ULF wave period), and there gradually appears a secondary peak at the period254
of ∼ 55 s (half of the wave period) especially in the near-resonant, 53.8-keV channel. The255
appearance of such high-frequency harmonics can be understood from the PSD structure256
in the bottom panel of Figure 3; the rolled-up structures (with PSD peaks represented by257
shaded areas) intersect the resonant energy (the horizontal dashed line) at two or three258
different locations within one wave cycle. In fact, the wavelet spectrum of the electron259
PSD oscillations may exhibit even higher harmonics as nonlinear wave-particle interactions260
continue (with greater wave amplitude or longer wave lifespan). These secondary peaks at261
the channel near the resonant energy may serve as diagnostic signatures (in the absence262
of particle data with higher energy resolution) indicating the presence of nonlinear drift263
resonance. These predicted signatures are to be compared in the next section with MagEIS264
data from Van Allen Probes observations.265
3. Observations
In this section, the ULF wave event on 7 June 2014 is investigated based on Van Allen266
Probes observations. The electric field, magnetic field, and electron data are provided by267
the Electric Fields and Waves (EFW) [Wygant et al., 2013], the Electric and Magnetic268
Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) [Kletzing et al., 2013], and the269
MagEIS [Blake et al., 2013] instruments on Van Allen Probe A [Mauk et al., 2013]. Figure270
4a shows the electric field Ey and Ez components for this event. We make no attempt271
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Bx ∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣BzBx ∣∣∣ values result in a272
large uncertainty in the Ex determination via the E · B = 0 approximation. Despite the273
lack of Ex data, the electric field measurements in Figure 4a clearly indicate excitation274
of ULF waves (with the period of ∼ 110 s) at approximately 1651:50 UT (the vertical275
dashed line). The dominant wave period of ∼ 110 s can be also seen in the wavelet power276
spectrum of Ey (Figure 4b).277
Figure 4c shows the 90◦ pitch angle electron fluxes in each energy channel from 31.5 to278
143.5 keV, which start to oscillate at about the same frequency as the ULF waves once279
the waves are excited. Figure 4d shows the energy spectrum of residual electron fluxes280
(J−J0
J0
) during this time interval, where J are the original fluxes in each energy channel281
and J0 are their sliding averages computed through an iterating scaled average algorithm282
[Chen et al., 2016] (with the iteration number of 6 and a window width of 300 s). We then283
carry out a wavelet analysis on residual electron flux oscillations at the 31.5 keV, 53.8284
keV, and 79.8 keV channels. The resultant wavelet power spectra, presented in Figures285
4e-4g, all show a dominant period at 110 s (the same as the ULF wave period). At the286
53.8-keV channel (Figure 4f), there is clearly a secondary peak at the period of ∼ 50 s287
(about half the period of the major peak), which starts to appear at ∼ 1653:30 UT (over288
2 minutes after the ULF wave excitation). At other energy channels, the secondary peak289
hardly appears. These signatures are very similar to the predictions in Figures 2n-2p,290
which indicates the occurrence of nonlinear drift resonant process in this event. We also291
note that the secondary peak may alternatively be explained by particle interactions with292
higher-harmonic ULF waves. Although weak second-harmonic waves are indeed observed293
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at 1656:30 UT (see Figure 4b), this explanation is still quite unlikely since the secondary294
peak at the 53.8-keV channel appears 3 minutes earlier at 1653:30 UT. Also, if it is indeed295
the second-harmonic waves modulating the electrons, the secondary peak would have296
appeared in many different energy channels.297
4. Summary and Discussions
Many recent studies on the ULF wave-particle interactions in the inner magnetosphere298
are largely based on the conventional drift resonance theory [Southwood and Kivelson,299
1981, 1982; Zhou et al., 2016], in which the wave-particle energy exchange is assumed small300
so the particle trajectories can be considered unperturbed. This linearization approach is301
not always accurate, however, especially when the energy changes of the resonant particles302
are comparable to their initial energies due to the large amplitude and/or lifespan of ULF303
waves [Wang et al., 2018].304
In this paper, we extend the conventional drift resonance theory into the nonlinear305
regime. We formulate the nonlinear trapping of charged particles with a pendulum equa-306
tion, and accordingly determine the period and width of the trapping motion. Besides307
describing the particle behavior during this process, we also predict the characteristic308
signatures of the nonlinear drift resonance, which are different from those in the linear309
approximation. We expect to see rolled-up structures in the particle energy spectrum310
(given sufficiently high energy resolution of the particle data), which result from the trap-311
ping of resonant particles in the wave-carried potential well. The time it takes for the312
rolled-up structures to form is closely related to the trapping period Ttr of the resonant313
particles within the potential well. According to (10), this formation time is inversely314
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proportional to the square root of the amplitude of the wave electric field. In other words,315
the structures will roll up faster given a larger wave amplitude. We also examine the man-316
ifestations of nonlinear drift resonance observable from a MagEIS-type particle detector317
with a limited energy resolution. In this case, the rolled-up structures may be masked318
by the phase mixing effect. In the absence of high resolution data, the most characteris-319
tic signatures of nonlinear drift resonance are the multi-period oscillations in the energy320
channel near the resonant energy. These predicted signatures are indeed observed by Van321
Allen Probes, which provides a first observational evidence over the occurrence of nonlin-322
ear drift resonance and highlights the importance of nonlinear effects in the understanding323
of ULF wave-particle interactions in the inner magnetosphere.324
Finally, we note that there remains a few assumptions that may require further devel-325
opment of the theory. In this study, we only deal with nonrelativistic particles, and it326
would be natural to extend the theory into relativistic particles in a followup study. Also,327
the conversion from δW to δf is still based on the linear assumption (14) that the PSD328
gradients in energy and space are constant even if the particle experiences significant vari-329
ations in W and L. This assumption can be easily relaxed by adopting a more realistic,330
equilibrium model of particle PSD profiles as the initial condition. For any given particle331
that reaches the virtual spacecraft, the corresponding PSD at any time can be obtained332
via Liouville’s theorem once we compute its W and L variations. Therefore, these minor333
adjustments would not significantly change our prediction on the characteristic signatures334
of nonlinear drift resonance. One may also notice from (1) that the modeled wave am-335
plitude is independent on L or φ, which is not real in Earth’s magnetosphere. Given a336
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finite radial scale of ULF waves, our scenario may require adjustments if particle’s radial337
displacement is large compared to half width of the wave excitation [Wang et al., 2018].338
The azimuthal scale of ULF waves, as discussed in Degeling et al. [2007], could provide an339
inhomogeneity factor for the pendulum equation to enable significant particle scattering340
[Tobita and Omura, 2018]. Similar effects may also appear if a convective electric field is341
introduced to the model. These further developments will be addressed in a future study.342
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Figure 1. Phase portrait of sample electron trajectories in the ULF wave field. The
left and the right columns correspond to the cases with different wave amplitudes. The
horizontal axis represents ζ , the phase of electron location in the rest frame of the waves.
The vertical axes (from top to the third panels) represents θ, electron energy, and L
location, respectively. The bottom panels show the profiles of the wave electric field and
the corresponding electrostatic potential.
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Figure 2. Predicted electron signatures at a fixed, virtual spacecraft location. The
left and right columns correspond to ULF waves with increasing amplitudes and with a
finite lifespan, respectively. (a,i) The wave electric field; energy spectrum of the electron
energy gain/loss from ULF waves, obtained from (b,j) the linear and (d,l) the nonlinear
theories; energy spectrum of the electron residual PSD at each energy channel, obtained
from (c,k) the linear and (e,m) the nonlinear theories; (f-h,o-p) wavelet power spectrum
of the electron residual PSD obtained from the nonlinear theory, in the 31.5 keV, 53.8
keV, and 79.8 keV energy channels.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the electron phase-space locations after the sample electrons
are launched in the ULF wave field at the resonant energy (54 keV). The corresponding
ULF wave electric field is given in Figure 2a.
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Figure 4. Van Allen Probe A observations of an ULF wave event on 7 June 2014.
(a) The electric field Ey and Ez; (b) wavelet power spectrum of Ey; (c) 90
◦-pitch angle
electron fluxes at multiple energy channels; (d) energy spectrum of the electron residual
fluxes; (e-g) wavelet power spectrum of electron residual fluxes in the 31.5 keV, 53.8 keV,
and 79.8 keV energy channels.
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